Call for Abstracts

AIAA Houston Section
Annual Technical Symposium (ATS 2014)
Date: Friday, May 9, 2014
Location: NASA/JSC Gilruth Center

Abstract Submission

Submit abstracts with short author biographies electronically at the AIAA Houston Section web site:


Abstract Guidelines:

- Abstracts should be 250 words or less.
- Sixteen topics are listed for ATS 2014 on the early warning flyer: space exploration, avionics, etc.
- Abstracts will be published. No paper is required.
- Abstracts, Posters, and Presentations must be cleared by authors (not AIAA) for Export Compliance.
- ATS registration is a separate process from the abstract submittal process.
- Abstracts due Monday, April 21, 2014
- Authors will be notified on Monday, April 28, 2014 of abstract acceptance.

For more information: ATS General Chair Clay Stangle, vicechair-tech2013@aiaahouston.org.